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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

This Fire Prevention Plan has been prepared as part of the on-site Operational Documentation in support of the proposed waste 
transfer station ('The Facility') at Unit 6, Chenoweth Business Park, TR2 5JT. The Operator of the Facility will be Chenoweth’s 
Trading Co Ltd, hereby referred to as ‘the Operator’. 

 
Environment Agency Guidance - Fire prevention plans: environmental permits - Updated 4 May 2018 describes the waste activities 
for which fire risk is a key issue and for which a Fire Prevention Plan is required and applies to facilities which store more than 
‘50m3 of solid combustible material at any one time’. The Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd Waste Transfer Station stores such 
materials in the said quantities. 

 
This Fire Prevention Plan will be transposed into the site’s Environmental Management System (EMS) following formal approval 
by the Environment Agency (EA). The plan will be updated and reviewed in accordance with the requirements of the site 
management systems. 

 
As the Facility is already operational, it is also proposed to update this document following approval to provide further detailed 
information where necessary on any further mitigation measures to be installed. This document forms part of the Permit 
application for the Facility and the commitments made in this report will be implemented upon approval. 

 
This Fire Prevention Plan is intended to be used as a stand-alone working document for operational staff on a day to day basis. It 
outlines the main potential fire sources at the proposed site, the mitigation measures to be used to reduce the risk of fire and the 
monitoring and reporting methods to be used when the site becomes operational. It will be reviewed regularly and revised as 
required. 

 
This document provides information to support an Environmental Permit Application to provide details of the operational 
techniques that will be used to minimise and control emissions from the proposed waste transfer station. 

 
 
 

1.2 COMMON CAUSES OF FIRE 
 

1.2.1 Arson 
 

The site has installed comprehensive CCTV coverage of the site, which is accessible remotely by all directors and site management. 
The site is also enclosed by good fencing and operates by restricted hours. As we operate from a rural community our risks of 
arson are different from a city-based operation. Should any problem arise, our Site Manager lives a minutes’ walk from the site so 
is immediately on hand should attendance be required. 

 
1.2.2 Plant and equipment 

The site will operate a: 

• a maintenance and inspection programme for static and mobile plant and equipment 

• vehicles will be carrying fire extinguishers 

• keep mobile plant that is not being used away from combustible waste 

 
1.2.3 Electrical faults including damaged or exposed electrical cables 

 
Electrics on site are fully installed by a qualified electrician and any maintenance required is dealt with in the maintenance 
schedule. Generally speaking there is no maintenance that is required on electrical systems until they stop working. 
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1.2.4 Discarded smoking materials 

There is a no smoking policy on site. 

1.2.5 Hot works 
 

The site will ensure staff and contractors follow safe working practices, such as a permit to work system, when carrying out hot 
works such as welding and cutting and will carry out a fire watch for a suitable period after hot works have ended, particularly at 
the end of a working day. 

 
1.2.6 Hot exhausts 

 
Staff will carry out a fire watch during the working day to detect signs of a fire caused by dust settling on hot exhausts and 
engine parts. This will be carried out around breaktime periods. A fire watch can simply be carrying out visual checks. 

 
1.2.7 Ignition sources 

 
Staff will keep naked flames, space heaters, furnaces, incinerators and other sources of ignition > 6 metres away from 
combustible and flammable waste. 

 
1.2.8 Leaks and spillages of oils and fuels 

 
Staff must prevent fuels and combustible liquids leaking or trailing from site vehicles and ELVs. For example, this includes from 
vehicles: 

 
• being tracked around the site 

• before or after the de-pollution process 

 
1.2.9 Build-up of loose combustible waste, dust and fluff 

 
The site will be swept and tidied on a weekly basis to avoid build-up of fluff and dust. 

 
1.2.10 Reactions between wastes 

 
Reactions between wastes are to be dealt with through the mechanism of the waste acceptance criteria. 
Where necessary, the quarantine area will be used. 

 
1.2.11 Deposited Hot Loads 

 
Where necessary, the unlikely receipt of hot loads will be controlled on acceptance by use of waste acceptance criteria. 

 
 
 

1.3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE FIRE PREVENTION PLAN 

This Fire Prevention Plan has been compiled based on the requirements of Environment Agency Guidance - Fire prevention plans: 
environmental permits - Updated 4 May 2018. This guidance document outlines the standards which must be followed when 
storing combustible materials at permitted sites. 

 
The aim of this Fire Prevention Plan is to identify sources of combustible materials, possible causes of fires and to minimise the 
risks of fire at the Facility. 
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1.4 RELEVANT GUIDANCE AND DOCUMENTATION 

This Fire Prevention Plan has been prepared with reference to the following key guidance: 
 

• Environment Agency Guidance - Fire prevention plans: environmental permits - Updated 4 May 2018; 
• WISH “Reducing Fire Risk at Waste Management Sites; 
• How to comply with your Environmental Permit 1.00, Environment Agency, June 2013; and 
• PPG 18 Managing Fire Water and Major Spillages. 

 
An H1 Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) has also been prepared in support of the Permit application which included an 
assessment of the potential risk of fires from the Facility. A copy of this assessment is provided within the Permit application (See 
Appendix E). 

 
 
 

2 SITE DESCRIPTION 
 

2.1 SITE LOCATION 
 

The full site address is: 
 

CHENOWETH’S TRADING CO LTD, UNIT 6, CHENOWETHS BUSINESS PARK, RUAN HIGH LANES, TRURO, TR2 5JT 
 
 

2.2 FACILITY OPERATIONS 
 

The transfer station at Chenoweth’s Trading is to process non-hazardous waste totalling circa 75, 000 tonnes per annum. The 
proposed operations to be undertaken at the site are: 

 
• An absolute maximum of 15,000 tonnes per annum of municipal mixed waste will be separated and shredded or bulked 

for onward transfer to recycling, recovery or landfill outlets; 
• An absolute maximum of 40,000 tonnes per annum of construction, demolition and excavation waste will be accepted 

for segregation and bulking for onward transfer, disposal or recovery / recycling; 
• An absolute maximum of 20,000 tonnes per annum of commercial and industrial waste will be separated and then baled, 

shredded or bulked for onward transfer to recycling, recovery or landfill outlets. 
 

A full list of waste types to be accepted at the installation is available in Schedule 2 of the Environmental Permit, an abridged 
version is listed below: 

 
• Temporary storage and transfer of waste – non-hazardous; 
• Plasterboard storage; 
• Green waste shredding / storage; 
• Wood waste separation / shredding / storage; 
• Topsoil storage / screening; 
• Hardcore storage / crushing; 
• General waste and black bag waste storage, segregation, shredding, baling and bulking for recycling; 
• Contaminated soils for bio-remediation; 
• Scrap metal separation. 
• Street residues – 20-03-03 – permit variation 2020 
• Soil & stones – 17-05-04 – permit variation 2020 

 
 
    The two additional codes above added during the permit variation in 2020 are bot non-combustible waste types and 
     add no additional fire risk to the site at Chenoweth’s. 
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A Site Plan is included in Appendix A showing the general layout which will be amended once the site is rearranged to show aspects 
which may affect fire risk, access to site and the location of wastes and quarantined materials on-site. 

 
Waste is brought to site in vehicles where is it then unloaded in the Waste Reception Area for segregation into its individual 
components. Soils, hardcore and wood are stored in allocated bays on hard standing ground. Segregated cardboard, paper and 
metal will be stored in large 40yd skips or containers. All other waste materials are stored in separated allocated bays. 
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The proposed Waste Transfer Station comprises of the following elements: 
 

• Individual stockpile areas for wood, green waste and plasterboard; 
• Bioremediation area; 
• Skips for plasterboard, glass, pvc and scrap metals; 
• Weighbridge; 
• 8 x bays for gravel storage area; 
• 1 x Crusher; (Intermittent usage) 
• 1 x Sorting and picking line; 
• 1 x Screener 2 Way split; 
• 1 x Site cabin, office and welfare facilities with associated staff and visitor parking. 

 
All waste handling and recycling (excluding crushing and baling) operations at the site will be carried out between the following 
times: 

 
• Monday – Friday 07:00 – 17:00 (except HGV departures from 08:00) 
• Saturday 07:00 – 13:00 (no HGV deliveries or movement) 
• No activities on Sundays and Public and Bank Holidays (absolute) 

Waste storage areas are detailed on the site plan in Appendix A. 

Potentially combustible wastes include wood, general waste and cardboard which are present in the quantities detailed in Table 
2-1 below: 

 
The site will contain hazardous flammable non-wastes in the form of Diesel this is situated on the other side of the site, as far 
away as possible from any combustible wastes. 

 
Table 2-1 Combustible Waste Types and Storage Capacities 

 
 
 

WASTE TYPES CONTAINMENT STORAGE CAPACITY 
(m3) 

STORAGE LOCATION MAX STORAGE 
TIME 

 

Wood Segregated and bunded 
and separated by 6m fire 
break 

50 Impermeable surface 
(Variable locations) 

< 3 Months 

General waste 
(comprising household 
&industrial wastes e.g. 
plastics, wood, metal, 
paper, textiles) 

Stored on an impermeable 
floor 

75 Impermeable surface 
(Variable locations) 

< 3 Months 

 Total 125 t 
 
 

Wood Waste Storage 
 

Waste wood will be delivered to site and manually segregated. At the centre of the wood waste recycling operation there will be 
a high-performance wood shredder designed to shred large quantities of wood whilst having low energy consumption. The wood 
will be fed into the hopper and shredded by rotor blades. The chip will pass by a magnet to remove any metal fragments. 

 
The end result will be a small particle size of wood chip ensuring the maximum tonnage can be moved on any single load thereby 
reducing site associated traffic and overall carbon footprint of the operation. 
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Bunded stored wood waste awaiting processing will be in a bund no larger than 4 metres high and will contain no greater than 50 
tonnes with 6m fire breaks between and fire-resistant walls. Daily heat monitoring will be undertaken to ensure that temperature 
does not enter a dangerous level. The fire brigade will be notified of the key holder for the site to enable full time access. 

 
Shredding of wood waste will be done a maximum of two days before removal from site to ensure that smaller particle sizes 
generated in the process have the shortest possible residence time to reduce unnecessary risk of combustion caused by heat 
generated in a pile that is unable to be cooled by windshear (as is the case with pre-shredded materials.) 

 
General Waste Storage, Segregation, Shredding, Baling and Bulking for Recycling. 

 
General Waste is delivered to the site in skips and bulk waste carriers and stored in the waste reception area. The waste is sorted 
into different fractions, for recycling, recovery and disposal. 

 
Cardboard, Paper and Metal 

 
Cardboard, paper and metal are stored in skips following segregation undertaken at the waste delivery area and picking line. All 
skips will be kept in an accessible location to enable easy relocation to the centralised burn quarantine area should a fire break 
out in any of the skips. 

 
 
 

3 MANAGEMENT OF RISK FROM FIRE 
3.1 OVERVIEW 

 
Provisions for storage of combustible materials, in particular wood waste storage, take into account the guidance provided in 
Environment Agency Guidance - Fire prevention plans: environmental permits - Updated 4 May 2018. 

 
In the event of a fire, site personnel, the adjacent Business Park and users of the A3078 are most at risk. It is highly unlikely that a 
fire will impact local residents due to their distance from the site however combustion products may have a local and temporary 
impact depending on meteorological conditions at the time of any incident. A Location Plan is included in Appendix B which 
includes nearest residential housing areas and watercourses. 

 
 
 

3.2 INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 
 

Chenoweth’s Trading Co Limited have in place both an Integrated Management System which includes perspective from ISO 
9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007. Section 5.4.3: ‘Actions In The Case Of All Accidents And Incidents (Incident 
Investigation)’ covers how potential emergency situations are documented and a procedure is in place detailing the response to 
actual emergency situations, and how the incident is investigated and recorded (Appendix F). 

 
A ‘Fire Action Plan’ will be developed at the facility which will detail specific actions which must be carried out in the event of a 
fire, a proposed template for this is provided in Appendix D. With the current equipment layout and business model, the site is 
effectively at a developmental stage and so specific information required to produce a site-specific Fire Action Plan is not yet 
available. This Fire Action Plan will be developed in due course once operations and layout have been concluded. 

 
Emergency contacts and other useful contact information will be included in the Environmental Management System for 
reference. 

 
 
 

3.3 FIRE PREVENTION TECHNIQUES 
 

Fire Risk Management techniques are detailed below which describe how the requirements of Environment Agency Guidance - 
Fire prevention plans: environmental permits - Updated 4 May 2018 are applied on-site. 
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This Fire Prevention Plan will be reviewed during the operational phase in discussion with the Fire Safety Officer and if available, 
the Fire Rescue Service. 

 
3.4 GENERAL MEASURES TO MINIMISE FIRE RISK 

 
Over and above commitments in section 1.2 we undertake to ensure: 

 
Ignition sources will be >6m from combustible materials. 

 
Signage will be maintained in areas where combustible materials are stored. The facility will have a designated smoking area. 

 
No hot work will be carried out on-site routinely. Should maintenance require hot works to be carried out, procedures will be in 
place to minimise fire risk and the site supervisor will approve the procedures and complete a permit to work before any works 
are undertaken. 

 
Visitors will be informed of the correct safety and fire prevention procedures; information will be provided as part of the site 
specific induction and by appropriate signage on-site. 

 
A maintenance and inspection programme will be in place and will include debris removal from locations on machinery that emit 
heat. See APPENDIX E. 

 
Site security measures are in place to prevent unauthorised access and include total fencing of the site, CCTV and security gates. 
Security gates are kept locked and secured outside normal working hours. 

 
Firefighting equipment will be maintained on site in accordance with fire regulations. Site staff will be trained in the Fire Action 
Plan and in the use of firefighting equipment. Any incidents of fire will be reported to the Environment Agency and recorded in 
the site diary. 

 
Fire extinguishers located at the Facility will be clearly marked and tested to ensure that they are safe and in good working order. 
Site personnel will be made aware of their location and trained in their correct use with training records maintained. 

 
A fire-watch will be achieved through inspection of waste processing areas following the end of daily operations prior to being 
vacated and after any hot works have been completed. No plant or machinery will operate when site is not staffed. 

 
A dedicated emergency or quarantine area will be incorporated into the design of the site and will be indicated on the site plan. 

 
Waste acceptance and pre-acceptance procedures will be maintained to ensure that only the permitted waste codes, which do 
not include any hazardous wastes, including those with oxidising or flammable risk, are accepted. 

 
Waste heap temperatures will be monitored / probed as a precautionary observance. An action point of 50˚C will be detailed 
which if observed, will activate a requirement to take action to reduce heap temperature. 

 
Manage of residence times by firstly rotating stock, employing a first in first out (FIFO) system and overall, reducing storage times 
by ensuring processed materials have a low residency period on site. 

 
Stock will be rotated often as the space constraints of the site force stock rotation. 

 
Bays are constructed of a thermally insulating material - concrete with a burnt-through rate in excess of 120 min. 

 
A either a freeboard space or a 6m separation between combustible wastes will be kept to minimise the chance of fire jumping. 
The preference will be a 6m space between bays containing combustible materials. 
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Monitor and Control Temperature 
 

We Will 
 

• control heat to prevent self-combustion. 
• through use of magnets reduce the exposed metal content or proportion of ‘fines’ within the waste (exposed metals 

can oxidise which will generate heat, while fine particles are more prone to self-combustion) 
• allow any heat generated during treatment such as shredding, chipping or producing crumb to be released so that the 

waste is cool before you form it into piles for storage 
• monitor sub-surface temperature with a probe or other device that can take representative readings from the centre of 

a pile - temperature on the surface is unlikely to represent that at the core 
• routinely turn piles to ensure the waste remains cold and any localised warming is dissipated quickly 
• take into account external heating during hot weather and employ any of the above techniques to enable heat 

generated within the pile to be released or reduced 
• use a CCTV system with remote access to monitor the site 

 

3.5 STORAGE OF WASTE TO MINIMISE FIRE RISK 
 

Bunded stored wood waste awaiting processing will be in a bund no larger than 2m metres high and no greater than 50 tonnes 
with a minimum spacing of 6m fire breaks between combustible wastes. Additional measures such as daily inspections and heat 
heap monitoring using a probe will be implemented to ensure that fire risk to the local population and environment is minimised. 
These inspections will be recorded on site documentation. 

 
The bund will be constructed using layers of concrete blocks. Each block is 0.6m tall and interlinks top and bottom as per lego 
blocks. This method of preventing the spread of fire is utilised successfully at other waste sites and so will be employed here. 

 
Residence of waste on site will be less than 3 months to reduce the risk of self-combustion. 

 
All combustible wastes will be maintained with a minimum of 6m space between combustible piles to minimise risk of fire passing 
between piles should a fire break out in either. 

 
All combustible wastes will for as long as is possible be stored in an as received form (largest size) 

 
When processed, all combustible wastes will be processed to a size > 30mm and kept on site in that condition for the shortest 
possible period of time. Ideally timing for processing will be shortly prior to removal from site. 

 
Figure 3-1 Fire Resistant Blocks 

 

Water supply to manage the worst-case scenario will be available at the borehole location detailed in Appendix A. 

Worst case scenario for the site is the largest pile catches fire. The largest pile is a maximum of 75m3 

Material turnover will be frequent and under normal operating conditions, combustible materials will be stored for less than 3 
months. 

 
Access for emergency vehicles is provided via a road as shown on the site plan in Appendix A to access all site areas. Storage areas 
will be planned to allow access for emergency vehicles as indicated on the Site Plan. 

 
Stock will be rotated often as the space constraints of the site force stock rotation. 
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3.6 ACTIONS IN THE EVENT OF FIRE 
 

In the event of a fire, the emergency measures detailed below are in place on-site to minimise the risk of fire spreading. 
 

A Fire Action Plan will be developed following the settling of operations, in consultation with the Fire Rescue Service and the local 
Environment Agency office – see Appendix D for an example of layout. 

 
Firefighting equipment will be maintained on site in accordance with fire regulations, including portable fire extinguishers. Site 
staff will be trained in the Fire Action Plan and in the use of firefighting equipment. 

 
Any incidents of fire will be reported to the Environment Agency and recorded including any root-cause investigations. 

 
A year-round supply of water will be available via the offsite borehole to supress fire, although once in use, recirculation of the 
utilised fire waters that accumulate in the site drainage sump Indicated in Appendix B – Drainage Schematic will be the 
preferred method employed in order to preserve resources and limit the scope for any watercourse contamination. 

 
Considering the requirement of water supply to fight a fire of 300m3 is 360m3 of water. By percentage our largest risk will equate 
to 25 % of 300m3 meaning the requirement of water availability on site will be 90m3. This volume of water is available through our 
borehole. 

 
Unburned / burning material will be separated using on-site machinery where the level of risk permits this activity. 

 
Water and sand / aggregate will be applied to fire while unburned material will be removed for cooling if the level of risk permits 
these actions. 

 
Any waste booked in for arrival on the day will be diverted. CTC is under no contractual obligation to accept waste from any 
customers however as a courtesy to those with loads booked in we will notify their offices of site closure should one occur. 

 
Businesses and residents will be notified if they are within a range to be significantly affected by the incident. 

Any residue from the incident will be separated before the site is reopened. 

 
 

3.7 ABNORMAL OPRATING CONDITIONS 
 

Operators must also consider what incidents or emergencies might increase the risk of fire in order that they can plan and take 
appropriate steps to reduce the likelihood of the incident occurring; minimise any impacts if the incident were to occur; and re- 
establish normal operations as quickly as possible. 

 
Periods of very warm weather can increase the risk of fire. During these periods, additional site inspections will take place with 
an increased frequency of heat heap monitoring. 

 
Maintenance operations, routine or otherwise, may increase the risk of fire by introducing potential ignition and heat sources. 
Separation distances between any ignition sources and combustible wastes will be adhered to as detailed in Section 3.5 above. 
During maintenance operations, additional inspections shall take place with an increased frequency of heat heap monitoring. 

 
 
 

4 RECORDS AND REPORTING 
4.1 RECORD KEEPING 

 
Records will be maintained of the following activities on-site: 

 
• Incidents including post-incident investigation; 
• Training / Site Inductions 
• Issue of permits to work 
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• Stock management, including rotation; 
• Training of operatives; 
• Site inspections; 
• Maintenance; 
• Heat heap monitoring; 
• Testing of firefighting equipment; and 
• Complaints. 

 
All records of events and actions taken will be retained as required by the Environmental Permit. 

 
4.2 NOTIFYING THE ENVIRONMENT AGENCY 

 
In the event of a fire, the Operator will notify the Fire Rescue Service in the event of an emergency and the Environment Agency 
as soon as practically possible, using the emergency 24hr phone line (0800 80 70 60). Following the incident, the Site Manager 
will advise what remedial measures or actions have been taken to prevent further incidents. 

 
4.3 FIRE PREVENTION PLAN REVIEW 

 
The Fire Prevention Plan will be reviewed and updated by senior management following creation and annually thereafter or 
immediately following any major fire incident / event. Any technical and managerial changes on site will also initiate a review of 
the Fire Prevention Plan to ensure that the control techniques remain appropriate for the site. 
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APPENDIX A 

SITE LAYOUT PLANS 
 

 
 

§ 
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27m3 Firewater interceptor 
Borehole / Water recycling sump pump point 

 
 
 
 
 

Doc Ref – 2019Dra01 Page 1 of 1 

 
 
 
 
 

Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd - Drainage Schematic (Scale 1: 1696) 

Borehole 



Doc Ref – 2019Acc01 Page 1 of 3 
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Alternate points of observation fire fighting 

Borehole / Water recycling sump pump point 

 
 
 
 

 
Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd – Emergency Service Access (Scale 1:1696) 

Borehole 
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Builders merchant 

Bakery 

Chenoweth’s Trading Co Offices 

 
 
 
 

 
Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd – Emergency Service Access and further 

resources (Scale 1:1696) 



Doc Ref – 2019Acc01 Page 3 of 3 
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TR2 5JT 
Additional Plan – EA Permit Application (Scale 1:1696) 

 
 
 

1. Mixed waste pile (Maximum stored 75m3 [10m x 3m x 2.5m] ) 
2. Crushed inert waste (no fire risk – may be used to extinguish) 

3. Wood pile (maximum stored 50m3 [5m x 5m x 2m] ) 
4. Inert soils (no fire risk – may be used to extinguish) 
5. Waste Skips stored for ease of emergency access. 

6. Burning / Burnt Waste Quarantine Area (Maximum 37m3 ie 50 % of largest pile) 
7. Mobile Plant Storage Area (during times of unuse) 

8. Fire Water Containment Interceptor (27m3) 
9. Virgin aggregate bays ( available for fire fighting – always stocked) 

10. Primary processing area 
11. Quarantine Skip with 6m radius [2m x 1.5m] 

12. 5000l Bunded Red Diesel Container 

12 
11 

2 1 

10 
8 

6 

8 

9 

5 
7 

3 
4 
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APPENDIX B 

LOCATION PLAN - 1KM RADIUS DETAIL 
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APPENDIX C 

KEY CONTACTS 
 
 
 

Contact Position Contact Details 
Guy Tomlinson Director 07376 133 499 
Julian Chenoweth Director 07723 054 528 
Dave Kellaway Yard Manager 07921 471 180 

Environment Agency Incident Hotline 0800 80 70 60 
Environment Agency Local Officer Jack Hale TBC 

Fire  999 
Police  999 
Ambulance  999 
Cornwall Council Environmental Health Officer 0300 1234 212 
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APPENDIX D 
FIRE ACTION PLAN (Example) 
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Plan Date : 2019 / 05 / 01 
 

Review Date : 2019 / 11 / 01 

General Fire Action Plan for : 

Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd 
Unit 6, 

Chenoweth Business Park, 
Ruan High Lanes, 

Truro, 
TR2 5JT 

 
 

Alarm Sound : 
 

The sound of the alarm will be vocal announcement via the radio system available to all working in the company on the day. The 
proposed radio system is used daily for communications. 

 

Raising the Alarm : 
 

In the event of a fire – 
 

If fire is discovered by a staff member or if a visitor notifies a staff member of a fire, the alarm will be raised by : 
 

Activation of the nearest site radio or commencing manual warning (whistle, shout). This will make sure both the shop staff and 
office management team are made aware of the fact in the shortest possible time. 

 
Action Staff Should Take on Hearing the Alarm : 

 
The following actions will be taken upon the fire alarm being sounded/raised: 

 
• Management (Guy / Julian / Dave) will take charge and lead in the fire evacuation, all decision making and views taken 

to lead the response will be taken by one of these three. 
• Dial 999 to request attendance by the Fire Service if required. 

 
Activation for this action is determined by management who will be in charge of fire response. Activation - If fire burn 

duration is known to be longer than 5 minutes and is unable to be brought under control using resources available on site. 
 

• The person contacting the fire brigade member will provide their name, name of building, building address (as detailed 
at the start of this plan), contact number, details of fire including steps taken to extinguish and type of material on fire. 

• Management is to establish the number of people on site that need accounting for. The premises is small/there are no 
hidden areas. It is obvious where any contractor’s and or visitors would be and so could be easily covered in an early 
stage sweep. 

• Staff will commence evacuation of the site - ensuring this is done in a calm and orderly manner, providing assistance to 
those needing additional help in evacuating - if necessary. 

• Staff to sweep site to ensure all areas are clear (including back areas) if safe to do so. 

 
Fire Action Plan 
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• 
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• The area at risk is to become a no go zone apart from those leading / co-ordinating / carrying out the fire fighting. 
• In order to minimise the magnitude of the fire. If safe to do, any additional fuels that may combust in the course of a fire 

should be removed from the immediate area of the fire. (Ie. Un-combusted wastes around the fire, vehicles containing 
diesel / petrol / wood / oil) 

• The fire should be attempted to be put out at the earliest possible time using a combination of extinguishers / sand / 
aggregates / soils. Materials that smother fires are to be employed first for this use. 

• Ensure nobody re-enters the site until confirmed safe to do so by the Fire Service / management. 
• All persons on site are to meet at fire muster point between the shop and main office buildings and check all contractors 

and staff members are accounted for. 
• Management is to liaise with Fire Service upon their arrival. 
• Ensure a space for the fire engine is available and access to the fire fighting water supply is clear and freely available to 

access. 
 

Fighting Fires : 
 

Fire extinguishers will only be used where: 
 

• Staff have received training and feel confident in their use 
• Where it is deemed safe to do so i.e. there is a clear means of escape, fire is small 

 
 

Personal safety always takes priority and, if in any doubt, staff should not attempt to extinguish a fire. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
• To implement the evacuation plan, 2 trained staff are needed on duty. 
• On weekends/during special events no staff need to be on duty due to the use of CCTV, this CCTV is streamed to mobile 

phones and monitored by 3 members of staff. 
• 2 members of staff live within 30 seconds walk of the site and have full access to the site throughout the evening and 

weekend. 

Number of Staff Needed to Carry out Evacuation Plan 

 
 
The simplicity of the equipment required to execute the plan is owed to the basic layout of the site. 
 

• Sand 
• Aggregate 
• Telehandler 
• Mobile phone 
• Two-way radio 
• High-visibility tabards 

Equipment Needed to Effect the Emergency Plan 
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Responsibilities 

For ensuring plan is up to date Company management 
For ensuring adequate staff are on duty to carry out the evacuation plan Company management 
For training staff on the evacuation plan and in their roles and responsibilities Company management 
Ensuring that adequate machinery is functioning to help in th fighting of fire should it be 
required. Company management 

Fire action and response checklist should be completed  
Company management 

 
 
A routine variation to the daily plan will be when the site is under partial attendance or operation such as weekend shifts or 
Saturday opening times from 9am – 12pm. 
 
Lines of communication are to be continually open if / when alternate staffing or working arrangements or patterns are in play. 
 
In the case of non-full staffed work conditions such as Saturdays, the CCTV acts as the primary point of remote monitoring, along 
with open lines of communication via Whatsapp, Mobile phone, Landlines and Two way radio. 
 
The site manager lives 30 seconds from the site and owner of the company lives a two minute drive away both are so at close 
hand to help with any problem that may arise on the site. 

Variations to Plan 
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Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd – Fire Escape Routes and 
Muster Point 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fire muster point 
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FIRE ACTION AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE CHECKLIST 
To be completed during and after incident by the incident controller / most senior manager present on site. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. In an emergency situation dial 999. Clearly state your name, company, nature of the incident and the address. 
 

Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd 
Chenoweth Business Park 
Ruan High Lanes 
Truro 
TR2 5JT 

 
If there are any known, or suspicion of, injured personnel you must say so at this time 

 

 

2. If site personnel are responding and tackling the fire, but it is clear that this cannot be continued safely or be successful 
at extinguishing the fire, call 999 as above. 

 
If the fire can be safely managed and extinguished by site personnel and equipment, call the fire Service on 0300 330 
and the Environment Agency on 0800 80 70 60 

 

 

3. Evacuate all non-essential personnel to safe areas or muster points and record all names. Identify which personnel are 
responding to the fire (if safe to do so) and ensure that no persons are unaccounted for. If not safe to continue tackling 
the fire those personnel must be evacuated to muster point and names then recorded as such. 

 

 

4. Notify the following. Directors of Chenoweth’s Trading Co Ltd. 

Julian Chenoweth, Director 07723 054528 
Guy Tomlinson, Director 07376 133499 

Voicemail / text should be left if not available but one of the above must be spoken to directly by the incident 
controller as a matter of urgency. 

5. Record arrival time, departure time and lead name of each agency attending the incident. 
 

Responding agency 
 

Lead responder name 
 

Arrival Time 
 

Departure 
Time 

    
    
    
    

Date of incident : 

Start time of incident: 

End time of incident: 

Controlling manager: 

Type of incident: 

Time completed: 

Time completed: 

Time completed: 

Time completed: 
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6. Who is/has been involved in responding to the incident and what equipment is / has been used? 
 

 

POST INCIDENT 
 

7. Record any feedback from the responding emergency services : 
 

 
 

8. Record names of injured persons if applicable and details of injury : 
 

 
 

9. Record details of extent of damage to site, plant and equipment: 
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APPENDIX E 
Machinery Pre-Use inspection Sheets 
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APPENDIX F 
Training Log 

 

 
Fire Prevention Plan  -  Training Log 

 
 
 

Training is to be administered to all staff to ensure a common and co-ordinated approach is taken in the 
case of a fire emergency. 

 
 
 
 
 

Trainee Trainer FPP Stock Pile 
Mgmt 

FAP Trainee Initial Date 
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